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Introduction 

 The problem being tested is: How are the new Cost of Attendance (COA) stipends 

implemented in 2015 affecting spending on women’s and men’s non-revenue sports? The 

research will test if increased COA stipends given primarily to student-athletes in revenue 

generating sports over the past few years will cause a decrease in spending on women’s and 

men’s non-revenue sports. This study can help universities understand the effect that COA 

stipends are having on universities and on student athletes in non-revenue sports. It is important 

to understand how money is now being circulated to “pay” athletes, and the effect that this will 

have on the rest of the athletic department budget. 

 With the world being in a global pandemic due to the COVID-19 crisis, many 

universities will be facing budget crises. It is now more important than ever to understand how 

universities went about making cuts for COA stipends, as a similar pattern is likely to emerge 

when universities start to make budgeting cuts due to the COVID-19 economic shutdown.  

 The thesis will go into more detail on the problem being investigated with anticipated 

results and information on how the data will be collected and how regressions will be analyzed in 

order to determine the significance of cost of attendance stipends on women’s sports and men’s 

non-revenue sports spending. 

 The study concluded that money being used for COA stipends appears to come from 

women’s and men’s sports operating budgets. The effect on men’s operating expenses took a 

significantly larger toll than the effect on women’s operating expenses, refuting the idea that 

COA stipends are causing a negative effect on women’s sports spending. The continual increase 

in spending on men’s revenue sports and the level increase in spending on men’s non-revenue 

sports, supports the idea that the majority of the money taken from the operating expenses could 
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be coming from men’s non-revenue sports, but cannot be said with any type of certainty. Further 

analysis would be needed to attempt to prove this.  

 

Literature Review 

 Prior to the implementation of Cost of Attendance (COA) stipends, the NCAA had 

prohibited any payment beyond scholarships that cover both tuition and room and board. The 

decision to pay COA stipends stemmed from the hope that regulated COA stipends would 

replace under that table payments that have plagued the NCAA for years; however, the final push 

towards the implementation of the stipends came from an NCAA Class-Action Lawsuit filed in 

August of 2014. 

 Hagens Berman represented former NCAA football and basketball players in the antitrust 

class-action lawsuit against the NCAA and the power-five conferences (any school in one of the 

five major athletic conferences: The Big Ten, The Big Twelve, The Pac 12, The Southeastern 

Conference, and the Atlantic Coast Conference, as well as the University of Notre Dame). 

Berman claimed the NCAA and power-five conferences had agreed in violation of national 

antitrust laws to unlawfully cap the value of athletic scholarships, systematically colluding to 

disrupt the free market and deprive FBS athletes of the full economic benefits of their labor (12). 

The class-action suit stated that current NCAA scholarships value athletic scholarships thousands 

of dollars less per year than the actual cost to attend the university. This high-profile class-action 

suit led to the first step in the new era of paying college athletes, known as Cost of Attendance 

stipends. 

 According to NCAA bylaws, Cost of Attendance (COA) is “calculated by an institutional 

financial aid office, using federal regulations, that includes the total cost of tuition and fees, room 
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and board, books and supplies, transportation, and other expenses related to attendance at the 

institution” (2). The difference between the cost of attendance for the university and the full ride 

scholarship amount are being subtracted and as of 2015 the NCAA deemed it legal for 

universities to pay their student-athletes checks at their discretion by this amount, known as the 

COA stipend (generally ranging from $2,000 to $5,000 per year). The cost of attendance 

legislation was passed in January of 2015 when a panel composed of the power-five universities 

granted schools the option to give out the stipends on a 79-1 vote with Boston College being the 

only school to vote against the legislation (4).  

 These stipends can be given out monthly, by semester, in a lump sum, or whatever the 

program chooses to do (17). Some schools will even offer additional benefits, Nebraska, for 

example, provided all of their athletes with a MacBook Air. Some schools, like Missouri, are 

using the stipends to settle student-athlete debts before they give the remaining stipend amount to 

the athlete (9). 

 COA stipends also vary by year and school because federal law prohibits capping the 

stipend amount at less than a school’s predetermined cost of attendance (7). COA stipends can 

differ by in and out of state students and whether or not a student lives on or off campus. The 

stipend amount can also differ by individual athlete, and be granted to certain sports but not 

others. (1). According to the NCAA, cost of attendance is “subject to federal guidelines [and] 

financial aid officers at each school determine the cost of attendance. Additionally, based on 

each school’s policies, a student’s cost of attendance can be adjusted based on his or her 

individual circumstances such as transportation, child-care needs and unusual medical expenses” 

(14). Athletes on partial scholarships can also receive partial COA stipends at the discretion of 

the university.   
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 COA stipends have been extremely controversial to some schools, particularly the 

schools who cannot afford to issue out stipends to student athletes, and the registrar offices who 

want to keep COA amounts low for non-student athletes looking to attend the university. As can 

be expected not all FCS Division I schools are giving out COA stipends, because some smaller 

universities simply cannot afford the associated costs. This led to some athletic departments, 

such as Elon University, being vocally open about not wanting COA stipends to be allowed in 

the first place (17). Elon was a university who was initially opposed to COA stipends but began 

implementation in 2019 to men’s and women’s basketball players as Athletic Director, Dave 

Blank, said “It became pretty noticeable that we are increasingly facing a competitive 

disadvantage in recruiting in our region and our conference, and that cost of attendance could be 

an issue for that” (17). 

 Schools feel the continuous need and pressure to find money to pay for COA stipends. 

The Atlantic 10 conference required their schools to offer COA stipends in men’s and women’s 

basketball, but the amount given was completely up to the schools’ discretion (14). As could be 

expected based on high revenue influxes, all power five schools have implemented cost of 

attendance stipends to all of their scholarship athletes (14). Schools such as James Madison 

offered COA stipends to men’s and women’s basketball, but decided in 2019 to also implement 

COA stipends to football players and all other scholarship athletes (14). Many schools after 

finding additional funding (which the research is trying to determine where the funding is 

coming from) implemented the same procedures, increasing the amount of sports that are given 

these COA stipends for increased competitive advantage in recruiting. As previous UNC 

Wilmington men’s basketball head coach, Kevin Keatts, said, “Stipends are important for us 

because they allow us to stay relevant on the landscape of recruiting among schools on our level” 
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(15). The Horizon League and the Big South are among mid-major, non-power-five conferences 

to mandate that all members provide cost of attendance stipends (15). However, to what sports 

and what amount is left up to the institution itself. Competition between power five conferences 

and mid-major conferences over cost of attendance offerings does not even compare. For 

example, Ohio State budgeted $1.65 million for stipends in 2015, whereas Towson only 

budgeted $88,000 for COA stipends (7). Even at a budget of $1.65 million and the reigning 2014 

football national champions with one of the highest-grossing athletic departments in the country, 

Ohio State only had the 10th highest COA stipend in the Big 10 for 2015 at $2,970 on average 

per scholarship athlete (10). According to university athletic directors, the goal is just to help out 

as many student-athletes as possible (9). 

 Some schools are able to afford the cost of attendance stipends by funding from the 

university and from the NCAA as well, but even for some smaller schools that is still not enough 

to cover the costs, because any amount given to men’s sports has to be given to women’s sports 

as well under Title IX. To help aid schools in the transition to affording paying out COA stipends 

to their athletes, some conferences, such as Conference USA, will help each of its schools by 

giving $450,000 to each school over the next three years to help with the transition. The NCAA 

in July of 2015 said they would distribute $18.9 million to Division I schools, about $55,000 per 

university, to help with the transition (11). Schools such as Rutgers had to receive a ten-million-

dollar loan from the university on top of its subsidy to remain competitive with the rest of the 

Big Ten Conference until the conference renegotiates television contracts in 2021 (5).  

 A common main argument in favor of COA stipends is that most schools do not allow 

scholarship athletes to hold jobs during the sports season, so the stipends help cover the personal 

costs that a scholarship might not be able to cover. An athlete at BYU claims the stipend, “helps 
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her get by” (5). Other athletes, such as Deion Hair-Griffin, a wide receiver at the University of 

North Texas, will send money home to help his struggling family, however, others will “blow it 

all in one night at [bars] instead of paying their bills,” an argument that can be used against the 

concept of COA stipends (8).   

 Another argument is that schools are making much more from student athletes than the 

university is losing by paying for the student athletes’ tuition. In most states, the highest paid 

employees are university coaches. BYU athlete, Macias, argues that “We’re the ones acting upon 

it and stepping onto the field and doing the actions, and we’re not getting paid, but they are” (5).   

 However, the biggest worry with COA stipends is the fear that competition to have 

higher stipends than other athletic programs will cause COA stipends to increase tremendously, 

which could lead to other potential drawbacks. However, others argue that this would not happen 

as COA stipends are controlled by the financial aid office and not the athletic department, so that 

the general student body will be thought of before all of the student athletes, as the COA amount 

can affect student loans and federal funding (5). This fear was started because schools must 

calculate cost of attendance for student-athletes using the same policies and procedures for non-

student athletes (15). Others also worry that athletic departments could persuade the financial aid 

office to inflate different categories to raise COA stipend amounts to increase competitiveness 

with other universities, but universities report stipend amounts to the federal government, which 

makes it difficult for schools to fudge COA figures (5). 

 However, there does become an opening for universities to manipulate the COA 

allowances to assist in recruiting more top athletes. Nick Saban, head football coach at the 

University of Alabama, came out worried that some schools were fudging numbers, and then 

within a year the University of Alabama offered one of the largest stipends in all of college 
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football. Even the head football coach at the University of Georgia stated, “We’ve been very 

creative in getting our number to a good spot” (13). Worries come about as it is not uncommon 

for cost of attendance amounts to fluctuate year to year, but it is strange when the numbers are 

rising substantial amounts, especially in categories such as travel. In other words, cost of 

attendance is a battle between the university wanting to keep the cost low for students and the 

athletic department wanting to keep the costs high for the athletes. 

 An issue facing these stipends is whether or not it will affect recruiting with athletes 

choosing schools that offer the highest stipend amount. After running an analysis, “estimates 

reveal that cost-of-attendance scholarship allowances were positively associated with football 

recruiting quality immediately following their implementation, indicating that the modest 

differences in stipends swayed student-athletes’ college choice” (5).    

 Bradbury and Pitts conducted an analysis and determined that power five conferences can 

give out higher COA stipends, by about $1,000 per student per year than non-power five 

conferences. Also, each additional $1,000 that a school puts towards COA stipends will result in 

improved recruiting rankings between 2.07- 4.35 spots (2). Recruiting advantages have 

continued to increase the amount of COA stipends given out to the athletes. A study conducted 

by USA Today Sports published in August 2015 discovered that major college athletes received 

$160 million in 2015 in additional benefits because of the implementation of COA stipends (15).  

 Smaller schools have to be creative to come up with enough money to pay out stipend 

amounts. BYU Associate Athletic Director, Dallan Moody states, “I’m very interested to see 

what will happen- if people say they can’t keep up anymore so they need to cut some things, or 

they lose a sport here or there or pull back on scholarships, or they find more revenue and TV 

contracts get bigger and bigger, or they don’t pay their coaches as much. It’s difficult to tell what 
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will happen” (6). An article put out by Gavin Fowler explores his fear that because so much 

money is being funneled out by universities (anywhere from around $500,000 to $1.5 million) 

this might only be possible by reducing spending on non-revenue sports (6). The football coach 

at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette said, “either we’re going to have to raise the money 

[for stipends] or we’re gonna deduct expenses” (3). This fear led to the formation of this 

research, the idea that these stipends could affect spending on women’s sports and men’s non-

revenue sports.  

 

Methodology 

 The problem being tested in more detail is: How are the new Cost of Attendance (COA) 

stipends implemented in 2015 affecting spending on women’s and men’s non-revenue sports? It 

is important to note that in the research a revenue sport is denoted as men’s football and men’s 

basketball.  

 The problem being tested will be explored through data collected on all FBS and FCS 

Division I schools. The hypothesis will be in the form of an ordinary least squares regression 

(OLS) with the following general equation format, Equation 1: 

Outcome=ß0+ß1GiveOutThisYear+ß2AfterCOAImplemented+ß3EverGiveOutCOA+ß4TotalRevenue 

ran on the years 2013-2017 with the variables being: an interaction variable denoted as 

GiveOutThisYear (1 if a stipend was given out in that year, and 0 if one was not), a dummy 

variable that indicates whether or not COA stipends were allowed to be issued that year denoted 

as AfterCOAImplemented (0 if no, 1 if yes, or in other words 2013-2014=0, 2015-2017=1), and 

a dummy variable indicating whether or not the university ever gives out a COA stipend denoted 

as EverGiveOutCOA (0 if no, 1 if yes), and Total Revenue. Note that in Table Two instead of 

ß1GiveOutThisYear, ß1COAStipendAmount was used to determine with everything else held 
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constant how varying amounts of COA stipends by schools affected spending on COA stipends 

for men’s revenue and non-revenue sports spending, as well as women’s sports spending.  

 Outcomes of interest include: spending on women’s sports, men’s non-revenue sports, 

and men’s revenue sports to see if the COA stipend had an effect on spending for women’s 

sports and men’s non-revenue sports. Regressions were also run with output: Men’s and 

Women’s Operating and Recruiting Expenses to separate out spending expenses into categories 

to dive deeper into the data. These variables in the form of an OLS regression and difference in 

differences will help us answer the above problem statement. All of the variables will be 

documented in an Excel file and an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression will be run to 

determine the relationship between increased COA stipends and the variables in question. 

 A few regressions (Table 1 in the Appendix: Columns 4, 5, and 6) were run with Student 

Aid (Total, Men’s, and Women’s) as the outcome instead of spending, but with the same input 

variables just to show as a control that with the implementation of COA stipends that student aid 

amounts are increasing (which would be shown by a positive coefficient on the variable of 

interest). 

 Equation 1 will treat the schools that do not offer stipends as the quasi-control group. The 

difference in differences will be used to show if it can be determined with significance that after 

the implementation of COA stipends if spending on women’s and men’s non-revenue sports is 

negatively being affected. The coefficient of interest is β̂1 (GiveOutThisYear). The difference in 

outcome between schools with and without a stipend before the stipend was permitted is β̂3. After 

the COA stipend was permitted (in 2015) the difference in outcome between schools with and 

without a stipend is β̂1+ β̂3. Thus, β̂1 serves as the difference in differences. Also, β̂0 represents 

the average spending before 2015 for schools that never issued COA stipends, and β̂2 shows the 
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difference in outcomes after stipends were permitted for schools that chose not to pay the 

stipends. Finally, revenue was included in the regression input to control for revenue changes 

over time. 

 All of the data required to run the regression model can be found on the Equity in 

Athletics Data Analysis (EADA) database website, a CBS Sports Article, and an ESPN sports 

article (Data Collection: 10, 33,16). The EADA is public information that comes straight from 

the NCAA and will provide all of the numbers for spending on women’s and men’s non-revenue 

sports from 2013-2017, as well revenue figures for the conferences that are being explored, 

which is all FBS and FCS Division I schools. The CBS and ESPN Sports articles then go into 

detail with a list of all the schools in FBS and FCS Division I football and states which schools 

give out cost of attendance stipends and the exact amount that each school gave out for the 2015-

2016 school year. All of the other years were found in a more difficult manner, through looking 

on individual collegiate websites and/or other documented university attendance cost sources.  

 Collecting data from both larger schools (FBS institutions) and smaller schools (FCS 

institutions) will help give a fuller picture as to the effect COA stipends have and their expected 

differences based on the size of their institution and the size of their athletic departments. 

This study can help universities understand the effect that COA stipends are having on 

universities and student athletes in non-revenue sports. It is important to understand how money 

is now being circulated to “pay” athletes, and the effect that this will have on the rest of the 

athletic department budget and university as a whole. Understanding how COA stipends are 

effecting the amount of spending that can be spent on women’s and men’s non-revenue 

generating sports is necessary to potentially come up with a way to restructure the athletic 

department budget so that these sports are not being overlooked at the expense of the stipends. 
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Anticipated Results 

 It is expected that increased COA stipends given primarily to student-athletes in revenue 

generating sports over the past few years will cause a decrease in spending in women’s and 

men’s non-revenue sports. It is also expected that more money will be circulated throughout the 

athletic department, with less money being funneled back to the rest of the university. After 

running the regression, it will be expected that ß1 from Equation 1 will be negative for men’s 

non-revenue sports spending and women’s sports spending, but positive for men’s revenue sports 

spending with corresponding p-values of under 0.05 (95% significance level) to show that 

offering COA stipends has a negative effect on the amount of spending on women’s and men’s 

non-revenue generating sports, but will not negatively affect spending on men’s revenue sports.  

 These regressions will hopefully serve to help universities understand how COA stipends 

are effecting the amount of spending that can be spent on women’s sports and men’s non-

revenue generating sports, to possibly come up with a way to restructure the athletic department 

budget so that these sports are not being overlooked at the expense of the stipends. 

 

Results and Interpretation of Results  

 The first table referenced in the appendix as Table 1 ran a regression on equation 1 with 

outcomes in columns 1, 2, and 3 as follows: Women’s Sports Spending, Men’s Non-Revenue 

Sports Spending, and Men’s Revenue Sports Spending. The regression showed that spending 

actually increased in schools where COA stipends were given out. This could be said with a 90% 

significant level on women’s sports and a 99% significant level on men’s revenue sports. 

However, the analysis could not be determined with any reasonable amount of significance on 

men’s non-revenue sports spending. These three regressions showed, as expected, that revenue 
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sports spending was in no way negatively impacted by the COA stipends. The regressions were 

also able to refute the claim that COA stipends will hurt spending on women’s sports.  

 Columns 4, 5, and 6 in Table 1 ran regressions on Equation 1 with outcomes for Total 

Student Aid, Men’s Student Aid, and Women’s Student Aid. This was done just to show the 

steady increase in student aid and to show that the money for COA stipends was indeed being 

factored into athletic department expenses and causing a significant impact. All three regressions 

yielded the same expected results. In each particular year that stipends were given and at any 

school where stipends were ever given out student aid numbers skyrocketed. All this can be said 

with significance levels way above the widely accepted 95% significance level. 

 Table 2 in the Appendix again ran a regression on equation 1 with outcomes: Women’s 

Sports Spending, Men’s Non-Revenue Sports Spending, and Men’s Revenue Sports Spending. 

The difference between the regression done in Table One and Table Two lies within a change of 

one of the inputs. The interaction term, GiveOutCOAThisYear, was swapped with the variable 

COAStipendAmount. This variable was a quantitative variable that gave the COA numbers per 

year for each school. One assumption that was made, that could have bias upon the results is the 

COA amount that was given out in the first year at that school was assumed to be the COA 

amount given for the remaining years for that university through 2017. From this table, the only 

conclusion that was shown to be statistically significant was that COA stipend amounts increased 

men’s revenue sports spending. This can be said to a 99% significance level.   

 After running nine different regressions, the only concrete solution that could be 

determined with significance was that COA stipends were shown to increase spending on 

women’s and men’s revenue sports at some statistically significant amount. However, no 

definitive conclusion was able to be made regarding the impact of COA stipends on men’s non-
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revenue sports. This was a stumping point in the research. The money was coming from 

somewhere, but the data had not yet shown what portion of the athletic department budget was 

being significantly negatively impacted. So, four more regressions were run. Both operating and 

recruiting expenses are a part of the total spending budget, so these two categories (for both 

women and men) were dispensed to determine if operating or recruiting expenses were effected 

by COA stipends.  

 Table three in the Appendix ran a regression on Equation 1 with outcomes: Women’s 

Operating Expenses, Men’s Operating Expenses, Women’s Recruiting Expenses, and Men’s 

Recruiting Expenses. In years where COA stipends were given out, operating expenses 

plummeted for both men’s and women’s sports. Both had p values below 0.05, showing with 

significance that operating expenses dropped in years where COA stipends were given. This 

showed that COA stipends were having a statistically significant effect on sports operating 

budgets and that the money being used to pay out COA stipends was coming from the men’s and 

women’s operating budgets. It is unknown if non-revenue men’s sports are effected more than 

men’s revenue sports, or if women’s sports are effected more than men’s sports. Further analysis 

and investigation would be needed to determine this result, which will be done through a 

summary statistics table described later.  

 The analysis for women’s and men’s recruiting expenses showed that men’s and 

women’s recruiting expenses rose in years when COA stipends were given out. While the men’s 

analysis can be said with 99% significance, no conclusion can be drawn with significance for the 

women’s recruiting expenses increase as the 0.33 p-value is well above any reliable significance 

level. So, while we know the men’s recruiting budget was not negatively affected by COA 

stipends, no conclusion can be made about effects on the women’s recruiting budget. 
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 A summary statistics table in the Appendix denoted at Table Four was created to further 

illustrate the above results, showing that spending on all men’s and women’s sports increased, as 

well as recruiting expenses, but all operating expenses fell. The summary statistics show the 

average dollar amount for each category being explored, separated by schools that do and do not 

give out COA stipends as well as by years (before and after the COA stipends were allowed to be 

administered). There is also a column that shows the net increase/ decrease from before and after 

the implementation of the COA stipends. The summary statistics table shows that spending and 

expenses are higher for schools that give out COA stipends, which makes sense as those are the 

schools with the most amount of money. The statistics also show that men’s operating expenses 

are declining at a much faster rate for schools that give out COA stipends versus those that do 

not. The men’s operating expenses are also declining at a larger percentage than the woman’s 

operating budget. This shows that the men’s operating budget is being drawn on more than the 

women’s operating budget for paying out the COA stipends.   

 The main conclusion drawn from the research is that it appears as if the money used to 

pay COA stipends is coming from the men’s and women’s operating budgets. It also appears that 

the portion coming from the men’s budget is proportionately significantly higher than the 

women’s budget, refuting the idea the COA stipends hurt women’s sports. Further research 

would need to be done though to determine if more money is coming from the men’s non-

revenue sports operating budget than the men’s revenue sports operating budget.   

 

Analysis of Graphs 

 The first graph referenced in the appendix shows the average spending on sports that 

implemented cost of attendance stipends in 2015 for women’s sports, men’s non-revenue sports, 
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and men’s revenue sports. The graph shows relatively little increase in spending on men’s non- 

revenue sports and women’s sports after the implementation of COA stipends, despite revenues 

increasing. The graph also shows a huge spike in men’s revenue sports spending from 2014 to 

2015 and 2015 to 2016. This could be because of the fact that most stipends are being given to 

men’s revenue sport athletes. However, this could also potentially be the first step to answer the 

looming question left in the results. This would be that men’s non-revenue sports are taking a 

much larger hit in operational expenses than men’s revenue sports are, which appears to most 

likely be the case.  

 Graph Two in the Appendix shows that schools with COA stipends have more athletes. 

This is an obvious conclusion, as those schools are bigger schools with more teams and thereby 

more athletes. The graph also denotes that the number of athletes at a school increased at a 

higher rate for sports that never gave out COA stipends, leading to a new question, do these 

stipends lead to having to cut sports to have enough capital to be able to pay the stipends, or are 

there other factors involved? Another question that the research did not address, but would be an 

interesting question to solve and the above research could be used as a base starting point. 

 Graph Three in the Appendix shows the average revenue from 2015-2017 for Division I 

Schools (FBS and FCS schools). This just shows that the schools who give out COA stipends 

have higher revenue streams than those who do not. It also shows how big the disparity is 

between men’s revenue for schools who do and do not give out stipends, verses the women’s 

difference is practically negligible. This makes sense as big budget programs for men’s sports 

are the money makers, whereas female sports never generate much revenue and sometimes the 

smaller schools have better female athletic programs than larger schools, a data point not as 

common in men’s sports.  
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 Overall, the graphs serve to show general trends and a visual reference of some of the key 

parts of the data in order to further represent the conclusion and show the accuracy of the given 

data.  

 

Conclusions and Significance of Research 

 To reiterate, the main conclusion drawn from the research is that it appears as if the 

money used to pay COA stipends is coming from the men’s and women’s operating budgets. It 

also appears that the portion coming from the men’s budget is proportionately significantly 

higher than the women’s budget. It would also appear that more money is coming from the 

men’s non-revenue sports operating budget than the men’s revenue sports operating budget, but 

further research would need to be done to prove this with significance.  

 This study showed how COA stipends are being paid for and the potential negative effect 

they could have on men’s non-revenue sports. This is data that has not before been collected or 

analyzed. The data can be extrapolated further to delve in deeper into money circulation within 

NCAA university athletic departments. The research serves as an eye-opener to see where money 

does and does not seem to be a priority within both athletic departments and schools. 
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Appendix: Tables 

Table 1: Key Regression Results Summary Set Number One 
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Table 2: Key Regression Results Summary Set Number Two 

 
 
Table 3: Key Regression Results Summary Set Number Three 
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Table 4: Summary Statistics 
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Appendix: Graphs 
 
 
Graph 1: Spending on Sports that Implemented Cost of Attendance Stipends in 2015 
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Graph 2: Average Number of Athletes Per University  
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Graph 3: Average Revenue for Division 1 Schools (FBS & FCS)  
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